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HOS
MESSAGE

It is with immense pleasure that I write for the
edition of this newsletter. Firstly, I would like to
express my gratitude to all the parents for
entrusting us with the education and well-being
of your children. It is a responsibility we take
very seriously and we are committed to
providing the best possible learning
environment for our girls.
As I recall the month gone, my mind is full of
girls' active involvement in different activities.
My girls were involved in different activities
from academics to arts and sports.
They participated, worked hard and had  
brought many laurels.
We are committed for sustainability and I could
see the efforts and impact for zero plastic in the
section.
As the year ends, we are thankful for our
association with the community and all our 
stakeholders.

Wishing you all a Very Happy
 New Year



ARABIC
DEPARTMENT



Arabic Day celebrated harmony, promoting
peace, education, and a sustainable world,
uniting for a future free from conflict and
embracing global well-being.



ELOCUTION
The Arabic Elocution Competition was
conducted to strengthen the words
into a compelling narrative, capturing
the essence of ideas. 



Winners 



RECITATION
The Arabic Recitation Competition
helped the students to develop the
skills of recitation and confidence in
speaking.



Winners 



Arabic Story Telling Competition was held
on 12th September 2023, and inculcated the
qualities of self-confidence, develop oratory
skills and self-expression.



Winners 



MALAYALAM
DEPARTMENT



KERALA PIRAVI 
KERALA PIRAVI was celebrated in NIMS
SHJ, under the  coordination of Malayalam
department on November 1, 2023. A special  
assembly was conducted showing the
specialities of this auspicious day. 



The Malayalam Essay Writing Competition
which was held on 11th of October, 2023
helped the students to showcase their

ability to think independently and offer
insightful perspectives.

ESSAY
WRITING



Winners 



RECITATION
The Malayalam Recitation
Competition was conducted to build
self-confidence and devolep a sense
of patriotism in the language.  



Winners 



POSTER-MAKING
On October 18, 2023, students of girls’
section unlocked their talent in creativity in
the  Poster Making Competition. The topic for
grade 6-8, was 'Save  Water'. 



Winners 



HINDI
DEPARTMENT



 PATRIOTIC
SONG 

Singing requires the melody of the
heart and the rhythm of passion. 



Winners 



RECITATION 
Hindi Recitation Competition was
conducted to build self-confidence and
invoke a sense of passion for the
language. 



Winners 



TAMIL
RECITATION

 On October 9th, 2023 the Tamil Recitation
Competition was conducted.Through this
recitation the students were connected

with the heart of literature,experiencing
the intended impact of every carefully

chosen word.  



Winners 



URDU
RECITATION

The beauty and meaning of the Urdu poetry
was felt through the Urdu Recitation
Competition which was on 12th September,
2023.



Winners 



BENGALI
HANDWRITING  

Writing helps in improving the motor
skills and creativity of the individual
which was the sole objective of the
Bengali Handwriting Competition.



SCIENCE
DEPARTMENT



RESEARCH
PAPER  

Presenting requires confidence which was
brought out thoroughly during the Research
Paper Presentation Competition. The
reasearches in the new science of today
certainly awed the judges!



 QUIZ(9-12)
Science Quiz was held on 16th October 2023,
to enrich the knowledge of science in the
students. The Competition was a tough, yet
exciting one!



Winners 



QUIZ (6-8)
Science Quiz for the grades 6-8 students
was conducted to cultivate a sense of
curiosity and to enrich them in the world
of Science. 



INCLUSION
WEEK

The aim was to create more awareness
about INCLUDING DISABLED PEOPLE. This
was also to remind students that excluding
disabled people or anyone for that matter,
affected their mental health vastly
resulting in loneliness and depression. 



MEET THE
LEADERS

Students selected their favorite
leaders as their role model and
presented their leaders with
maximum resemblance . 



ENGLISH
DEPARTMENT



The Author’s Day on 12th of October, 2023,
celebrated the literary achievements and
contributions of various authors. The mini
authors of our school, fostered a love for
literature!  



Winners 



ESSAY WRITING 
English Essay Writing Competition was
conducted to experience writing and
explore their creativity while improving
their motor skills.



Winners 



MONOLOGUE
COMPETITION

The English Monologue Competition
showcased the students talents’ in
the art of portrayal. The competition
was a tough yet an exciting one!





Sharmeen -6C

Amina sultana-8C
Faza- 7C

Fida Fathima- 8C
Zia Fathima-8B

WINNERS



EXTERNAL
ACTIVITIES



A little step to a sustainable future was
taken through the Ocean Day Conference
which was hosted by NIMS Dubai, solely
focusing on the topic “Ocean Reclamation:
Combating Marine Debris with Cleanup
initiatives. “



GMU MASE
COMPETITION

Participation in the MASE Competition at
Gulf Medical University was a milestone in our
academic journey. It  celebrated talent,
knowledge and the spirit of healthy competition
leaving an everlasting impact on the students.



The much-anticipated Salad Carnival Competition  
was held on October 19, 2023, bringing together
the students from grades 9 to 12. This event was
organized to promote healthy eating habits and
culinary creativity among the students.

SALAD
CARNIVAL



WINNERS



Calligraphy brings out the inner feelings of the
caligrapher and the art of it was depicted by the
students of NIMS Sharjah who participated in the
Interschool Arabic Calligraphy.  



The Third Interschool NIMS TED Talk, held
on October 21, 2023, was a resounding
success! Featuring six participating
schools that showed their unique
perspectives and ideas. NIMS Sharjah
claimed the overall trophy, while Gulf
Asian School secured the runner-up title. 





1)First-
Athulya Shaji
 
3)Third- Agnus
Prince

WINNERS 



The Annual Sports Day was conducted
on November 23,2023. The overall
championship was bagged by the Ruby
House while the runner-up trophy was
for Emerald House. Both the houses
had a joyous win! 
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